Tips on handling the T3TM in use:

If the blades are deployed, put them in the undeployed position by
lightly sliding the blades upward by using the outer bottom corners of
each blade (caution; blades are extremely sharp) and pushing the blade
forward until it stops at the tip. In the same motion, keep the blade
parallel with the ferrule while pushing up and over the Spider ClipTM.
DO NOT bend the Spider ClipTM down. If bent down, the blades will not
hold properly. Because the blades are sharp, use the enclosed wrench,
the eraser end of a pencil, or a similar tool for this step. For proper
functioning, the slots in the ferrule must be kept clean.

Replacing the Spider ClipTM:

Spider ClipsTM will eventually show wear after repeated use. When
necessary, replace the Spider ClipTM as follows:
•
Remove the T3TM from the arrow. Once the T3TM has been removed
from the arrow, slide off the washer, Spider ClipTM, and blades. Be
sure you save your washer for re-use.
•
Slide the new Spider ClipTM over the threaded end of the ferrule,
ensuring the three openings in the Spider ClipTM line up with the
three lateral grooves on the body of the ferrule.
•
Replace the washer over the threaded end of the ferrule.
•
Assemble the T3TM to the arrow, using the special wrench provided,
ensuring that the washer is in place between the ferrule and the
insert. Be sure there is a tight fit with the Spider ClipTM between the
ferrule, washer, and arrow insert.
•
Slide blades into their un-deployed position by lightly sliding blades
toward nose of broadhead. In this same motion, slide blades up
and over the Spider ClipTM ensuring you do not bend or flatten the
Spider ClipTM. This allows the front of the blades to lock in place as
the Spider ClipsTM hold tension on the back of the blades.
•
If blades will not lock, bend the Spider ClipTM away from ferrule and
try sliding the blades back into position.
The T3TM is ready to hunt.
Practice blades are available for the T3TM.
No Spider ClipTM is needed when using practice blades.

WARNING!!

Blades are very sharp. Use extreme care in handling.

•

•

•

Features of the T3TM Package:
As purchased, the T3TM package contains
three complete broadheads. The Spider
ClipsTM are assembled to the ferrules to
retain the blades.
The package includes extra Spider ClipsTM
and washers to be placed between the
ferrule and the arrow insert to protect the
insert if the deployed blades cut through
the Spider ClipTM.
A special wrench is also provided to
protect the archer from the sharp blades
during assembly.
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